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 Schematic diagram of various components and interactions  
of the climate system. 



Climate change simulation to year 2054 

> 3 degs C warming 

NCAR CCSM2 



1.  What is a model? 



•  A model is a representation of reality.   

•  Predictive models attempt to represent  
reality in the future 

•  Diagnostic models represent  
reality in the past. 

1.  What is a model? 



Types of models 

Iconic models  
      - A physical (scaled-down) version of the system 

Analogue models  
-  Different physical appearance, but reproduces behaviour of system 

Mathematical models 
 - Use mathematical or analytical relationships that represent the  
   physical laws governing behaviour of the system  
 - Must understand these relationships   
-  Can collect data to use in the model  

Nowadays the most important models for environmental management 
are mathematical / computational models. 



Model Development 
 Model development generally follows the scientific method: 

  1.  Observation - An observation is made that requires an    
  explanation 

  2.  Hypothesis - A reason is proposed to describe the observation 

  3.  Experiments - An experiment to test the theory is designed, and  
    a model is used to test it  

  4. Theory - After running the experiment and (dis)proving the  
   hypothesis, the hypothesis is either refined, discounted  
   or embraced. 



Before Building a Model 

•   Identify the process to be modelled 

•   Decide on the required model variables needed 

•   Identify qualitative or quantitative relationships 



Computational models 

Easy to … 

- run multiple experiments 

- sensitivity analyses (to find out how sensitive  
  the model is to any unknown inputs) 

 - parameter tuning (where appropriate, to 
 adjust unknown input values to improve a  
 model's performance) 



Advantages of computer models 
•  Relatively inexpensive 

•  Comprehensiveness - keeps track of multiple 
relationships 

•  Logic - able to replicate logic consistently  

•  Accessibility - subject to explicit critique and 
examination (e.g., testing assumptions)  

•  Flexibility - capable of examining (cost-efficiently) a 
large number of conditions 



Properties of a computer model 
•  accepts input  

•  stores and retrieves information from memory 

•  follows instructions of an algorithm 

•  usually an iteration in time 

•  makes choices depending on current state 

•  obeys physical laws of system 

•  produces output 



Verification, Validation and Assessment of 
Models  

•  Verification - process of ensuring that the model is “doing what the 
builder intended” - in transformation of input to output, and so on.  

•  Validation - process of testing the model to ensure that the model offers 
a viable alternative to actual experimentation 

•  Assessment - process of testing the model to see whether it can 
simulate the real system within reasonable levels of accuracy 

   -  impossible if the reality being modelled has never before been 
experienced before (e.g., climate change) 



Benefits of Mathematical Models 
•  Cost is lower than experimentation with real system 

•  Enables compression of time  
-  e.g., paleoclimate models, climate change models 

•  Easy to manipulate variables  

•  Allows hypothetical questions to be addressed (“What if….?”) 

•  Allows risks to be evaluated in an uncertain environment  

•  Allows evaluation of many different alternatives  
- e.g., different CO2 emissions scenarios 

•  Leads to deeper understanding of the real system 



When to use a model? 

•  The cost of observing systems is prohibitive 

•  Observations are impossible to make 

•  A model captures the real system within 
reasonable levels of accuracy 



2.  Climate models 



Climate Modelling 
Governing equations 

Forcing conditions 

Initial conditions 

Model output 



Models of the ocean and atmosphere 

•  Solve governing equations over a discrete grid 

• Use (sparse) observations in forcing functions 

•  Integrate solutions forward in time 

•  Assess simulation vs. observed fields 





Sea surface temperature over the global ocean 



One-Dimensional 
Climate Model 



Two-Dimensional 
Climate Model 



Three-Dimensional 
Climate Models 
(GCM) 



(i) Atmospheric models 



Two-Dimensional 
Climate Model 



Atmospheric models underpin weather  
prediction systems…. 



Nesting higher resolution models… 





Ocean GCM 

(ii) Ocean models 





Sea surface temperature over the global ocean 



(iii) Sea-ice models 



(iv) Land-surface models 



(v) Coupled carbon cycle models 







Model assessment 



100-year-mean SST Biases in GFDL’s CM2.1 
Coupled Climate Model 



Russell et al. (2006) 
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Geochemical tracers in ocean models 

World Ocean Circulation Experiment 

Bomb Radiocarbon 



Geochemical
 tracers in

 ocean models 
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Sen Gupta & England, JPO, 2003 

¼-degree global ocean model 



NADW CFC content 
Modelled Observed 

Sen Gupta & England, JPO, 2003 
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Annual mean change in temperature (colour shading) and its range (isolines) (Unit: °C) for the SRES 
scenario A2, showing the period 2071 to 2100 relative to the period 1961 to 1990. 

Annual-mean temperature change predicted for 2070-2100  
in IPCC Third Assessment Report models  







MODELLED MEAN TEMPERATURE OBSERVED 20TH CENTURY 

CONSTANT CO2 



Integrated
 climate
 impacts

 assessment
 model 



Crop yield changes 
projected relative to 

today aggregated 
by nation 

2020’s 

2080’s 

2050’s 



Predictions of national food supply to 2070 



Malaria potential transmission  

2040 

Today 



Conclusions 
 Climate system models comprise coupled sub-models 
of the atmosphere, the hydrosphere, the cryosphere, 
the lithosphere and the biosphere. 

 The models are assessed rigorously against 
observations and are based – where possible – on 
fundamental laws of physics.   

 The models are pretty good already, and are getting 
better all the time. 

 Climate models provide a unique (the only!) tool for 
forecasting future climate change and its impacts 

 Climate change will have far-reaching impacts over the 
next 50-100 years: on health, agriculture, biodiversity, 
built environment, freshwater supply, social, political, 
economic,…. 
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